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We need to provide more 
platforms and process to 

our content teams.







Radiation Lab
Linguistics
Generative Grammar
Concourse teaching group
Integrated Studies Program
High School Studies Program
Division for Study and Research in Education
Acoustics
Electronics
Anthropology
Biotechnology Process Engineering Center
Cambridge Partnership
Center for Advanced Visual Studies
Center for Environmental Health Sciences
Center for Materials Research in Archeology and Ethnology
Committee on the Writing Requirement
Concourse
Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary Science
Educational Opportunities Program
Environmental Medical Service
Francis Bitter Magnet Lab
Health Sciences and Technology
The Institute for Learning and Teaching
Integrated Studies Program
Laboratory for Advanced Technology in the Humanities
Laboratory for Nuclear Science
Language Learning and Resource Center
Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory
Linguistics and Philosophy
MIT Electronics Research Society
MIT Press
Music
Office of the Dean of Students and Undergraduate Education
Research Laboratory for Electronics
ROTC
Systems Design Management
Tech Model Railroad Club







Building 20…had 
become an 
‘incubator of ideas’ 
and, without a 
doubt, the 
intellectual center 
of MIT”







“externalization”



Place / Platform
Externalization



“Creativity is the ex 
nihilo product of a 

singular human mind”

The Romantic Lie



In this beautiful myth you are 
what is known as a “creative.” 
While others are weighed down 
by requirements, metrics, testing, 
and other variations of math and 
science, you are a child of magic.
Knowledge of these base matters 
would only defile your creative 
process. Your designs come 
from inside you.”













“We tend to think of artists as 
lone creators, holed in [an attic], 
waiting for inspiration to strike.

But … most of Leonardo’s 
thinking was collegial.

Ever since his [youth] Leonardo 
knew the joys and advantages of 
having a team.”



“The trick to having good ideas 
is not to sit around in glorious 
isolation and try to think big 
thoughts. The trick is to get 
more parts on the table.

It’s not that the network itself is 
smart; it’s that the individuals 
get smarter because they’re 
connected to the network.” 



“The notion of lone genius 
mythologizes the journey to 
achievement and has been 
replaced by an 
understanding that 
collaboration is vital to the 
pursuit of new ideas.”



People / Networks
Externalization















Process
Externalization





“Don’t worry if what you’re 
saying seems muddled, 
contradictory, or simplistic; 
that’s a crucial part of the 
process.

We often need to say things 
out loud before we can begin 
to organize them into 
something more coherent.”











“…all I wanted to do is be 
the Bruce Lee of loose 
leaf
 

I abused ink, used it as a 
tool…”
 

– “The Monster,” Eminem



Physical Artifacts
Externalization









Feedback
Externalization



It’s natural and 
necessary for humans 

to externalize creativity.



• Thinking with Sensations

• Thinking with Movement

• Thinking with Gesture

• Thinking with Natural Spaces

• Thinking with Built Spaces

• Thinking with the Space of Ideas

• Thinking with Experts

• Thinking with Peers

• Thinking with Groups



Humans aren’t creative in 
isolation.

Humans are creative in 
systems and frameworks



Place 
Artifacts
Networks
Process
Feedback



“A magical creative is 
expected to succeed based 
on instinct, rolling the dice 
every time, rather than on a 
methodical process that can 
be repeated time and time 
again.”



“Creativity is the ex 
nihilo product of a 

singular human mind”

The Romantic Lie





01
Plan

How can we manage an ever growing 
body of work that is needed more effectively?



Having an overarching campaign view 
can save time and effort

Plan How can we manage an ever growing body of work that is needed more effectively? Collaborate Execute

https://docs.google.com/file/d/19cBuD5M_uME-nDQ4r9KY_Zg7opAzYavG/preview


Total visibility
to focus on doing the work

Plan How can we manage an ever growing body of work that is needed more effectively? Collaborate Execute

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1pUlr2FWw1fIe7-XNvatZOolhbI5IQ31Y/preview


Reimagine project scoping
saving time to focus on the work

Plan How can we manage an ever growing body of work that is needed more effectively? Collaborate Execute



STORYBOARD TO BE DONE 22nd Sept

Reinvent how 
projects are tracked

Plan How can we manage an ever growing body of work that is needed more effectively? Collaborate Execute



Data-driven insights help 
spot opportunities to create high-impact content

Plan How can we manage an ever growing body of work that is needed more effectively? Collaborate Execute

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1u3UN5YhFjzO7umAejn7zH48RlggeEjiO/preview


01
Plan

02
Collaborate

How can we manage an ever growing 
body of work that is needed more effectively?

How can we use tools and process to collaborate 
more seamlessly and remove barriers for creativity? 



Best in class briefs
inspire work that works

Collaborate ExecuteHow can we use tools and process to collaborate more seamlessly and remove barriers for creativity?Plan



Best in class briefs
inspire work that works

Collaborate ExecuteHow can we use tools and process to collaborate more seamlessly and remove barriers for creativity?Plan



Enabling in situ feedback
across multiple campaign stakeholders 

Collaborate ExecuteHow can we use tools and process to collaborate more seamlessly and remove barriers for creativity?Plan

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1EtXwzux1Vj_geq8k8IGDu1v3180bI6ky/preview


Collaborate with ease
as if you were in the same room

Collaborate with ease

Collaborate ExecuteHow can we use tools and process to collaborate more seamlessly and remove barriers for creativity?Plan

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1ZOM8tFJmON-z_ZU05vvQYgXXgQtjx1Fb/preview


Ensure messaging
is always on point

Collaborate ExecuteHow can we use tools and process to collaborate more seamlessly and remove barriers for creativity?Plan



Centralization of content storage
with AI enabled automation

Store and manage content

Collaborate ExecuteHow can we use tools and process to collaborate more seamlessly and remove barriers for creativity?Plan

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1R2QO4oYXtYUvFj1E1V46E28ugBy9ETmK/preview


01
Plan

02
Collaborate

03
Execute

How can we manage an ever growing 
body of work that is needed more effectively?

How can we use tools and process to collaborate 
more seamlessly and remove barriers for creativity? 

How can I execute more efficiently 
to get to market quicker?



Standardized frameworks & toolkits
to streamline workflow, reduce error rate

Plan Collaborate Execute How can I execute more efficiently to get to market quicker?

Creative frameworks Bespoke module libraries Channel templates

Campaign type templates Automation templatesToolkits



Publish seamlessly
cross channel

Plan Collaborate Execute How can I execute more efficiently to get to market quicker?

https://docs.google.com/file/d/17njdsBg-lJT7AMnFCNHHo7QmdV4I5nZY/preview


Measure impact
to learn, iterate and optimize

Plan Collaborate Execute How can I execute more efficiently to get to market quicker?

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1ibxnFd0wFHXk3juQdSmnRcMLch51MBDy/preview


Harness automation
for increased scale, speed & efficiency

Plan Collaborate Execute How can I execute more efficiently to get to market quicker?



Content is king.
But getting it right isn’t easy.

Plan Collaborate Execute How can I execute more efficiently to get to market quicker?

Digital 
Channels

Restaurant 
communications

19 Markets

Customer 
Loyalty

Customer 
Retention

Sponsorship

Awareness

Conversion

Recruitment

CSR

Grocery 
Partners



Requirements;
● 17 markets
● Different demographics
● Different restaurants
● Different familiarity levels

It was fundamental to find a solution
to accommodate each markets needs

Plan Collaborate Execute How can I execute more efficiently to get to market quicker?

Challenges;
● Repetition
● Lack of customisation
● Being stuck in manual
● Not testing enough



This is
how it works

Plan Collaborate Execute How can I execute more efficiently to get to market quicker?

Hero 
campaign 
message

Restaurant & 
Message

Audience

Funnel stage Promotion

Desired consumer 
behaviour

Consumer 
mindset

Tailored 
creative 
asset

PROJECT SUNDAE



A city-based campaign example
utilizing data points to heighten relevance

Plan Collaborate Execute How can I execute more efficiently to get to market quicker?

PROJECT SUNDAE



How the component parts fit together
for creative executions that resonate

Plan Collaborate Execute How can I execute more efficiently to get to market quicker?

See menuAll your favourites 
in one place

Need a hangover 
fix, [city]?

0” 10”

Time 
for a pho

PROJECT SUNDAE



Quick intro to Lightspeed 
(part of ADA)

Plan Collaborate Execute How can I execute more efficiently to get to market quicker?

Data feed
Every row in the feed = 1 asset

Every column in the feed = a characteristic or an element of an asset

(filled in) Template
PROJECT SUNDAE



We can make a lot of these assets. 
In minutes, not days.

Plan Collaborate Execute How can I execute more efficiently to get to market quicker?

PROJECT SUNDAE



The results speak 
for themselves

Plan Collaborate Execute How can I execute more efficiently to get to market quicker?

It’s a quarter 
of the cost
Compared to manual 
asset production

Unparalleled 
scale
Tens of thousands of assets, 
34 cities, 
19 markets

Minutes 
over months
Allowing us to move quickly 
and automate production at scale

It’s driving 
orders
Project Sundae is consistently 
a best performer against benchmarks 
and other live campaigns



We’re using AI tools to 
disrupt the creative process

Plan Collaborate Execute How can I execute more efficiently to get to market quicker?



Generative AI
to produce and optimize content

Plan Collaborate Execute How can I execute more efficiently to get to market quicker?

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1DQZnGxLTF5NfY0e2Z4irH5KAyms_HdBm/preview


AI driving
QA efficiency

Plan Collaborate Execute How can I execute more efficiently to get to market quicker?




